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Leading celebrity makeup artist Gary Cockerill is best known for his glamorous and sexy makeup
design. Here, in his initial makeup book, Gary shares his professional knowledge to show how
cosmetics can make every woman look radiant and experience confident in her appearance,
whatever her age group, shape, or color. Gary then takes us step-by-stage through a number of
breathtaking makeovers on a range of "real" females of all age range, demonstrating the
transformative power of cosmetics and explaining steps to make up a turn to suit any encounter
form, features, color, or age. He begins by showing the power of makeup in creating an illusion,
whether it's to enhance the features you like or to pull the attention away from those you do not.
With his friendly, down-to-earth approach, he demystifies make-up and reveals the best
products and program ways to make anyone red-floor covering ready. In Basically Glamorous,
Gary debunks the "rules," proving that with just a little knowledge and skill, everyone may use
makeup to enhance, disguise, and transform. Basically Glamorous is packed with useful methods
and practical tips by one of the industry's leading experts.
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Excellent. An excellent book to learn and improve with. There are suggestions in here that I've .
Five Stars Helpful tips!.. happy I bought this book. Disappointing The book was in amazing
condition but didn't detail a variety of applications for anyone who is non-white. I am EXTREMELY
content I purchased this book! There are various wearable looks. . This book is AMAZING! The
make-up in the publication is completely stunning! makeup books which one is by significantly
the best. The different lessons are total and easy to comprehend..! I have several of the top-rated
make-up books and this one is by much the very best. There are suggestions in here that I have
not observed in books or countless you tube video clips, such as for example don't apply blush
to the apples of your cheeks when you have a round face and don't let highlighter powder take a
seat on the surface of your skin. The photos are plentiful, the text helpful. Five Stars Thanks! If I
had to consider one makeup reserve and/or you tube channel to a desert island (ridiculous, I
understand), it could be this one. The makeup methods Gary teaches are innovative and
straightforward ... I personal a lot of makeup books but ... This book is AMAZING! I own a lot of
make-up books but merely Glamorous is among my favorites out of all of them!. excellent
Bought for my tween, excellent how-to simply glamorous More detail is needed as to products
and how they shine more, have significantly more color, last longer.
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